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About This Game

Congratulations, warehouse keeper! You've been promoted!

Little Square Things is a Sokoban-like puzzle game. The objective is simple: Move boxes around to cover up some panels.

But this isn't your father's warehouse. In Little Square Things, you are the boxes. All of them. All of the Square Things respond
to your every move, and so it's up to you keep them coordinated, in sync, and in line. Guide them through a series of challenging

(and hazardous!) environments to get those panels covered!

It also draws inspiration from games like Brix and Chip's Challenge. From walls to water, from bullets to buzzsaws -- other
elements either stand in your way or help you out, depending on your perspective. And different Square Things behave

differently. Some follow your commands directly and to the letter, though some slip and slide or laze about until pushed. And
some Square Things have to be sacrificed for the greater good. And if that weren't enough, the geometry itself is an obstacle:

Boards wrap around, and null spaces literally don't exist.

As a master shepherd of sheep and cats alike, you are the Square Things' beacon of hope in these complicated times.

New! Enhanced Graphics Adapter (EGA) and SoundBlaster support!

With its futuristic 16-color graphics and Musical Instrument Digital Interface, Little Square Things is going to blow you away.
So boot up your i386, tinker with your CONFIG.SYS, and crack your knuckles in preparation for that DOS prompt, because it's

time to play a game! Also, it's 1991!
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Reach for the stars!

As you nab stars, you unlock more levels. Cover your panels to earn stars, and complete levels under a certain number of moves
to earn more.

When you revisit a level, though, you'll find it to be familiar but subtly different. It turns out that you've unlocked another goal
for the level: collecting star shards. The layout's the same, but the tactics are much, much different. You'll have to be prepared

to bend your thinking accordingly.

Content!
The Free to Play version of the game includes 30 levels. "The Whole Thing" DLC adds another 80.
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little square things. the little things solo square. the little things australia square

A Solid Point-n-click game, Hilarious, But Super short.

  So the Game is in German only. there are no options for English subtitles. I've played a lot of imports so i am used to figuring
out game menus, etc. That being said, English and German are very similar so understanding the gist of whats going on will be
easy enough. Most of the jokes are puns, and some are even in english. Navigating the game is super easy to those familiar with
point-n-click games (try every item on every object\/ talk to every character twice, etc) will be able to fumble through most of it
with out consulting a walk-thru\/youtube playthrough.

 That being said there is a FREE game (the 1st Game Royale) on the company's website (click the link at the top of the page,
then scroll down to choose the platform to download it for)... This game is also in German only, so you will be able to play
through to see what you are basically getting into.

 Using the Google Translate app for your phone (in audio mode) will help translate the jokes, and spoken word. and there is a
visual camera mode that will translate onscreen text.

 As far as is the game worth $5 ? Well.... its good if you're thirsty for a point-n-click that is fresh and new, but the game is
obscenely short. it only took me so long because the save feature is buggy and sometimes doesn't work (on the MAC version ),
well that and i don't spreken zie dutcsh. but in actuality the game could be played through in less than 30 minutes. from start to
finish there are maybe 12 puzzles to solve.

 Graphics - Classic, VERY believable as a 90's style game

Sound - spoken voice through out makes the game feel complete, and adds extra humor. the music is charming and not
overdone\/repetative

 in closing, HEADUP GAMES please make an English subtitle option~!!!. We need a Song Pack II and III. Good value for the
price, especially compared to the single character expansions. All 4 of the new characters are interesting enough to want to play,
and the new mechanics add a considerable twist to the game - desert spaces appearing randomly can really mess up the map and
make the game more brutal. Bear in mind, the more you have active at once, the less impact each one has on the game as their
cards are diluted in the deck.. Awesome platformer! Tight controls, great variety in puzzle mechanics, SICK soundtrack and just
the right price.
Highly recommended to anyone who wants a tight platformer with no ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t!. McDroid's towers felt weak and
ineffective to me, and no matter how many I churned out, including carrying one on my little robot's back, every wave felt like
an excessive swarm of enemies. I enjoy the tower defense genre, and while I do love killing swarms of enemies, I never felt like
my towers were effective at their job. Initially, you cannot upgrade them, and rather than income being awarded automatically,
you have to plant strawberries in the ground and run around, grabbing them before they disappear in different areas, then run
those back to your ship to turn them in. In fact, you have a low max number of berries you can carry, so you may have to make
multiple trips.

After you've acquired strawberries and taken them back to your ship, which work as money for purchasing towers, you buy a
tower, one at a time, and manually run it over to where you want it, and place it. Your towers can be destroyed by enemy mobs,
but you can stand near them to heal them. Of course, that means you can't be acquiring funds for more towers if you're doing
that. Although you can repair many devices (if they aren't completely broken), you cannot repair yourself, which means
avoiding taking damage is pretty important. Environmental hazards (flaming ground) and swarms of fast-moving worms can
make this challenging, and these further detract from the time you have to spend trying to do everything else.

There are also benign towers which up the damage of towers in the vicinity and clear up small areas of environmental damage,
making them essentially necessary in certain spots to grow strawberries and avoid getting yourself killed from simply "being" in
the area. Additionally, another currency exists: diamonds. These can come from a number of places, including but not limited to
vaults you need to blast with lasers to open up, and that currency purchases different items altogether, such as consumable
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exploding barrels that act as mines which do not do anywhere near enough damage to kill a single generic creep in my
experience. Of course, you have to manually pick the diamonds up and bring them back to your ship as well.

In between missions, you go to a somewhat plain, "floating island" sort of hub that is very simplistic and involves you walking to
signposts representative of the next level or an older level, and interacting to go play it. Right at the beginning of it, you will see
a DLC sign, and what resembles Michael Jackson dancing around some tombstones. Off to the sides are some arena challenges
and other levels.

I did notice before quitting that there is a "Toddler" difficulty and a "Souls" difficulty...and that's it; nothing in between. There
doesn't seem to be any sort of intended joke, either...it seems to want to be taken at face value for what it is: ego-stroking for the
"hardcore" crowd and an insult for anyone not up to the challenge (deeming them toddlers). The Souls difficulty is the default.

Although a couple of my issues with this game (taking too much damage from the environmental hazards and dealing too little
damage to enemies) may have been alleviated or improved upon by playing the Toddler difficulty instead, everything about the
strawberry growing\/gathering, what felt to me like unenjoyable work running around completing other busy work, and
inexplicable single player lag on my PC that runs Prey and Resident Evil 7 at max settings, all just just put me off on this game.
It's not Steam garbage, of course, as it has its own decent (if a bid blurry even at high settings) art style, voice acting I liked (the
ship), and I can tell it did take effort to make. If you want tower defense games, I would instead recommend stuff like Kingdom
Rush, Sanctum 2, Plants Vs Zombies, or Defender's Quest.. I LOVE this game!! I was pleasantly surprized by the first Heroes
of Loot, and this one improves on everything that was enjoyable in the first one, and goes beyond. There are new additions
throughout....there are cool levels, great loot, arenas, responsive controls, neat enemies and lots more! Though you control more
than one hero in this game, it is not at all trying, nor demands co-op to do so. It's just a lot of fun to play...as is the first game.
My play-time is a bit minor as I wrote this...but the game gives you a lot of enjoyment in a short time...so ideal for quick runs
and long runs or in-between other games. I highly recommend this game already, early into its 'early access' stage...and also
highly recommend the first Heroes of Loot too!! Great to see a 'sequal' that adds so much to its predesassor without diminishing
either game. Bravo, Orangepixel!!!!!. So I was hopeful for this little game but very quickly let down.

There just doesn't seem to be much point to the player being on the battlefield. Tactics just really aren't there.
Terrain does not offer cover...so there isn't much in the way of strategy. You pick up ammo and repair like some sort of old
racing game. Unless your opponent has really terrible aim you essentially are just trading blows....

If the player vehicle had a drone mode I doubt you could ever perform better than it....

I do not recommend this game.. Fun game, not remotely serious. Silly to pass time with. Not so good, not so bad. just for killing
time. Ok where to start, A fun story with diffrent choices wich changes the story, funny dialogues, chapters are short so you
shouldn't get tired and it has a good price so don't hesitate to buy it
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Many might notice many of the tunes being actually covers \/ remixes \/ rewordings \/ *insertsuitablewords* of some much
older or even classical tunes; I personally was totally okay with this solution.

The music-sheets are a really good extra.. Is this an out of season April Fools joke?

No public servers Pepega. This game is buggier than an anthill. At least one achievement won't unlock so achievement hunters
beware. The last mission was a pain in the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665because of the stupid "ray of death" but when I
figured out how to pass it easily with two upgraded supply trucks and an upgraded dragon it just crapped out and wouldn't
complete even though I had the full map cleared. Don't buy this, I bought this for a dollar and I still think I overpaid.. Kinda like
Heoroes of Might & Magic, but somehow even better!. This game is just a basic platformer and while it starts out as interesting
and cool, the game quickly becomes boring and lacks diversity. Personally I love "She Wants Me Dead" by Cazzette, but one
can listen to a song only so many times in a row before you start to hate it. I personally feel that this title which is currently at $8
is just overpriced for what it is. I could buy Geometry dash and have a more enjoyable experience.. This is a short little game
that is worth its price. It isn't at all historically accurate, and really consists more of moving figures reminiscent of toy soldiers to
defeat others. You play as the Union and have to destroy the Rebels. Depending on your set-up you either have to wipe them all
out or just the enemy general.

As I said, it is at least worth its price.. THIS GAME CONTAINS:
-WATER SLIDING
-EPIC GUN AND MELEE FIGHTS (very epic)
-PERISCOPE/-BARREL
-INFLATABLE HAMMER
-MEXICAN BORDER WALL
-DÖDSKURVAN
-KKK WIZARDS
-TRIPALOVSKI
-BICYCLE
-CAR + ROCKETLAUNCHER = TANK(???)

THIS GAME DOES NOT CONTAIN:
-BORING♥♥♥♥♥

v. 05/04/2019 - Gotta go slow sometimes:
Added a few things:

 A more obvious speed indicator (speedometer?) in the GUI.

 Some early levels, where applicable, simply show what the speed controls are. This may or may not be overkill.

 An experimental branch, full of debuggy goodness.

The speed updates apply to both the full version and the demo version.
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"Yes, we get it. You can control the game speed.". v. "04/14/2019" -- Some Shard Stars' tweaks and slightly more:
To grab the third star in the level, you've got to get the first one and then revisit. For these stars, ideally,

 There should be a twist. You shouldn't have to repeat most of the steps needed to beat the level in the first place.

 It shouldn't just be a matter of waltzing into the level and grabbing them a few steps from the start.

That's the design goal of the Shard Star: an interesting twist on the existing level. You know, something that's (a) interesting, and
(b) a twist. There were a few levels where that whole thing could be improved. So it was improved. Most noticeable in levels
2-9, 3-6, 3-10, 4-4, 6-7, 7-3, 8-2, 9-6.

Some levels' values for Par Stars were also balanced, mostly with more relaxed move requirements.

Also, squares look in the direction they're moving. It's actually ever so slightly helpful.

Next on the horizon:

 Even more expressive squares!

 Displaying your personal best "score" (number of moves) for each level. Beat yourself!

 The story and ending(s).

 Oh, and the full game available in... some capacity, somehow, for public consumption.

Happy squaring!. Thank you!:
Just wanted to give a quick but well-deserved thank you to those who've given the full game a go, whether you bought it or were
grandfathered in. The reception has been humbling.
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If you've enjoyed the game so far, please consider writing a quick review. It would be a tremendous help in keeping
development progressing.

I also highly welcome continued feedback on the Steam forums, announcements, and discussion posts. We're still in Early
Access, so there's plenty to help shape! Even the most minute suggestions have had a great impact -- a little usability tweak here,
a little graphical fix there, and perhaps a couple of pruned or tweaked levels help polish the experience. (Wild and crazy
suggestions are still more than welcome, because of course they are.)

And if you've just stumbled upon this game's page, I invite you to check out the demo. It will evolve just as the full game will.
The three new short trailers also help give you a picture of what the game's all about.

Happy Squaring!. v. 05/15/2019 - Minor details:
Into the graphical weeds:

 Squares are more expressive and reactive to their environment. You might not even notice.

 Buzzsaws look a lot more threatening. They throw sparks and everything!

 Lasers do a better job of conveying the hard surface they're hitting.

Also, if you like the game, it could definitely use your help with a positive review.

Thanks in advance.. As if Sokoban weren't enough...:
While we're concentrating on the main Little Square Things game, we're also keeping an eye toward other game modes to
include in the future, more than likely post-release. There have been some good ideas and some bad ideas in the hopper. Here's
one that hasn't yet been a victim of the chopping block.

Think "basically The Incredible Machine" as a layer on top of "basically Sokoban." Here's how it would work.

 Start with a partially constructed level and an inventory of parts, such as walls, switches, or even Square Things.

 Place some parts to make the level (hopefully) possible to clear.

 Then, play your level and clear it!

 If you can't clear it, just head back to the drawing board. Either way, play around!

The concentration here would be less on solving a puzzle, and more on designing your own solutions. There's no one solution;
more a whole solution space. There would be room for exploration, creativity, and replayability.

Early Access is a place to bring up ideas and give you, the gaming community, the chance to help shape the games on the whole.
This is the earliest of the early.

And here it is in Sharpie.
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. FEEDBACK REQUESTED: Technically, a change to the pricing structure? Maybe?:
Right now, LST is offered as a Free-to-Play title with 30 levels unlocked, with the full game unlocked via a paid DLC that adds
an additional 80 levels. During Early Access this paid content is discounted.

I'm mulling over changing that to an LST Demo with 30 levels unlocked, with the game itself as a paid product that adds an
additional 80 levels. During Early Access this paid content is discounted.

In no way is this intended to be a "bait-and-switch." The way I see it, it's functionally exactly the same thing. But I may not
be seeing everything, and that's where you come in. If there are other insights out there, I'd really like to know.

Here's my take. There are some advantages to "demo + paid game" vis-a-vis "F2P + DLC":

 It's a more natural fit. DLC is meant mostly for premium content, additional features, expansion packs, and so on -- 
expansions, not as prerequisites for the basic game experience.

 It's much easier to release into the wild, even as Early Access. And rather than messing with DLC at all, at least for right
now, focus can be placed on developing and releasing content.

 It's easier to control the pricing. It's much more simple to provide, say, Early Access discounts for a paid base game
than for a paid DLC.

 Zero-day release DLC is understandably just a huge turn-off, even for F2P games.
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 Gotta admit that this would also put the full game up-and-center, where DLC sorta hides it.

 Things that are showcased have been for the full game, showing off levels that aren't in the first 30. That content is
worth showing off, but it's much less palatable to say "oh by the way that stuff is in the DLC."

Disadvantages:

 Technically not labeled as Free to Play anymore within Steam. It'd be listed as a "game with a demo" or something like
that, which isn't as enticing and possibly not even as marketable but that's fine.

 Others that I hope that I'm not missing but would welcome some feedback if there are.

DLC is of course an option in the future, but it'd be for what it's intended for: expansion of the base game.

There are some logistics behind pulling that change off. It may or may not be possible to reorganize anyway. But before the
game gets to that point, even, I'd highly welcome some feedback.

Thoughts? Questions? Concerns?
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